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Abstract
Temperature programmed desorption (TPD) and reflection absorption infrared spectroscopy (RAIRS) have 
been used to investigate the interactions between ethyl formate and water and ethyl formate and ethanol in 
model astrophysical ices adsorbed on a graphitic model grain surface. Experiments show that the ethyl 
formate forms hydrogen bonds to both water and ethanol via the oxygen lone pairs. This leads to the 
observation of shifts in the vibrational wavenumber of the C=O and C-O-C modes of ethyl formate, which can 
potentially be used to identify the environment of this complex organic molecule in astronomical observations. 
TPD data show that the interaction of ethyl formate with water is stronger than that with ethanol, with an 
additional species being observed in the TPD spectrum corresponding to the desorption of ethyl formate 
directly bonded to the water ice surface. The desorption energy of ethyl formate adsorbed on water ice was 
found to be 48.5 kJ mol-1, compared to 43.2 kJ mol-1 for pure ethyl formate monolayers. Ethyl formate also 
traps in water ice, and undergoes volcano desorption at the water amorphous to crystalline phase transition 
temperature. In contrast to the water, ethanol has very little effect on the desorption of ethyl formate, with 
the two species behaving independently even in a co-deposited ice.
Keywords: Temperature programmed desorption; infrared spectroscopy; desorption energy; dust grains; 
graphite; volcano desorption; amorphous solid water
*Corresponding author: w.a.brown@sussex.ac.uk
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2Introduction
Complex organic molecules (COMs), are commonly defined as molecules containing carbon and having six or 
more atoms1. Their presence in various astrophysical environments is now well known. For example, COMs 
have been detected in star forming regions2, in ices and dust in comets3–5, in proto-planetary disks6 and in hot 
cores such as the Large Magellanic Cloud7. Of the detected COMs, esters are thought to be important 
molecules due to their astrobiological significance as precursors to prebiotic molecules. The simplest ester, 
methyl formate (CH3OCHO), has been detected in many low and high-mass star-forming regions8,9. The next 
largest ester, ethyl formate (C2H5OCHO), has been detected in the hot dense core Sagittarius B2(N)10 as well 
as in Orion11,12 and in the W51 e2 hot molecular core13. Ethyl formate consists of 11 atoms, and is one of the 
largest COMs that has been unambiguously identified in space. Ethyl formate exists in several different 
conformations, two of which are shown in Figure 1. The different conformers arise due to rotation within the 
molecule which gives rise to four possible conformers14. The trans conformer was first detected in Sgr B210, 
but subsequent observations have detected both trans and gauche conformers of ethyl formate11,13. Although 
ethyl formate has not yet been detected in cometary ices, methyl formate has been detected on comets Hale-
Bopp15 and Lovejoy5, therefore it is likely that ethyl formate may also be present in these ices. 
Several formation routes of ethyl formate in astrophysical environments have been postulated, either from 
ethanol or methyl formate. The gas-phase route to the formation of ethyl formate via ethanol16 predicts the 
abundance of ethyl formate to be one or two orders of magnitude lower than that observed in W51 e2 and 
SgrB213. In addition, it is also thought that this reaction pathway would be inefficient. More recently, it has 
been proposed that gas-phase reaction pathways involving the combination of protonated ethanol with formic 
acid and ammonia could increase the abundance of ethyl formate by more than an order of magnitude17. 
However, massive-star forming regions do not have a high enough abundance of either formic acid or 
ammonia to efficiently form ethyl formate via this route18. Hence, models for the formation of ethyl formate 
based on grain-surface chemistry have been proposed which have predicted abundances in better agreement 
with the observed values10. These models propose that ethyl formate is formed from methyl formate radicals 
combining with CH3 radicals, or from ethanol radicals combining with HCO radicals10.
Given the proposed grain-surface formation routes for ethyl formate, its behaviour on dust grain surfaces and 
in ices is of interest. However, there have been no previous experimental studies of the surface behaviour of 
ethyl formate in conditions relevant to astrophysical environments. Previous surface science studies of ethyl 
formate include temperature programmed desorption (TPD) and reflection absorption infrared spectroscopy 
(RAIRS) investigations of the adsorption of ethyl formate adsorbed at 86 K on Ni(111) surfaces19–22. At the 
lowest coverages studied, chemisorption is observed, via the interaction of the ethyl formate carbonyl lone 
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3pair with the metal surface21. Desorption of the monolayer is observed at 136 K in TPD. At higher exposures, 
TPD data show multilayer desorption at 128 K19,21. RAIRS data also show evidence of rotational isomerisation 
when the exposure is increased from sub-monolayer to multilayer coverages. Chemisorbed ethyl formate 
forms a s-cis, gauche conformation, as shown in Figure 1. As the exposure is increased, a mixture of different 
conformations is observed, but at full monolayer coverages, the conformation changes to s-trans, trans. This 
conformation allows a more closely packed adlayer to form on the surface20. This is also the conformation that 
has been most abundantly observed in star-forming regions10.
Given the importance of ethanol as a precursor to ethyl formate formation in astrophysical environments, it 
is expected that ethyl formate will be found in the vicinity of ethanol in space. Hence it is of interest to 
investigate the behaviour of ethyl formate in the presence of ethanol. Ethanol has been detected in space in 
the gas and condensed phases in star forming regions23–27 and in comets5. Previous studies have investigated 
the behaviour of ethanol in model astrophysical ices either as pure ethanol adsorbed on graphite28–30 or as 
ethanol in mixed water ices31.
Water has also been detected in the same star-forming regions as ethyl formate, Sgr B232,33 and the Orion 
nebula34. It is therefore expected that ethyl formate may be present in water-dominated icy mantles in these 
regions. There have been many previous studies of the thermal processing of mixed water ices, illustrating the 
large effect that water has on the desorption of species present in the ice along with the water35–37. In 
particular, studies have shown that water forms an amorphous structure when adsorbed at low temperature 
– so called amorphous solid water (ASW)38. Two different forms of ASW have previously been investigated, 
porous amorphous water, which is formed when water is dosed onto a surface at very low temperature (as in 
the experiments described here), and compact amorphous water, formed by hyperquenching water droplets 
onto a cold surface39. Both have been shown to be relevant to different astrophysical situations39. When ASW 
is heated, a phase transition to crystalline water ice (CI) is observed38. Studies have shown that smaller 
molecules such as CO40 and CO241 can become trapped in the water ice structure and are then released at the 
water amorphous to crystalline phase transition (volcano desorption) or when the bulk of the water desorbs 
from the surface (codesorption). More recent studies have shown that COMs can also become trapped within 
the water ice structure, depending on their structure and the functional groups that they contain37. There are 
no previous experimental studies of the adsorption and desorption of ethyl formate in the presence of water 
ice. However, quantum chemical calculations of ethyl formate in water ice predict that its infrared bands will 
be blue-shifted compared to those of gas-phase ethyl formate42. 
In light of the observation of ethyl formate in various astrophysical environments, and the likelihood that it is 
found in the presence of ethanol and water ices, we present a detailed RAIRS and TPD study of the behaviour 
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4of ices containing ethyl formate, ethanol and water adsorbed on a carbonaceous model dust grain surface 
(highly oriented pyrolytic graphite, HOPG). We present data concerning the adsorption and desorption of pure 
ethyl formate on HOPG, as well as for ethyl formate adsorbed in layered and mixed ices with ASW and ethanol. 
The thermal processing of these ices has been studied and the interactions of the ethyl formate with the 
ethanol and ASW ices are investigated. We note that ethyl formate is unlikely to be found in an ice consisting 
solely of ethyl formate and ethanol in astrophysical environments. However, studying binary ethyl 
formate/ethanol ices allows a comparison of the hydrogen bonding interactions between ethyl formate and 
ethanol with those between ethyl formate and water.
Experimental Section
Experiments were performed in an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) chamber with a base pressure of ≤ 2 × 10-10 mbar. 
The chamber is equipped with a closed cycle helium refrigerator (SHI APD) that allows the sample to be cooled 
to a base temperature of 30 K. HOPG was used as a model carbonaceous dust grain surface for these 
experiments. HOPG has previously been shown to be a suitable dust grain analogue for experiments of this 
type36. During experiments, the temperature of the sample was monitored using an E-type thermocouple. The 
HOPG sample (2 cm × 1 cm × 2 mm) was purchased from Goodfellows Ltd and was exfoliated prior to mounting 
in the chamber using the Scotch Tape method43. The sample was cleaned prior to each experiment by 
annealing to 250 K. Surface cleanliness was confirmed by the absence of any desorption products in TPD 
experiments with no dose.
Ethyl formate (> 99.5%, Sigma Aldrich), distilled water and ethanol (99.7%, BDH) were purified prior to dosing 
into the UHV chamber by repeated freeze-pump-thaw cycles. Model ices were grown on HOPG at base 
temperature (30 K) via background deposition using high precision leak valves. Exposures were recorded in 
Langmuir (Lm) where 1 Lm = 10-6 mbar s. Experiments were undertaken to investigate the adsorption and 
thermal processing of model ices consisting of pure ethyl formate dosed on HOPG; ethyl formate deposited 
on top of or mixed with ASW; and ethyl formate deposited on top of or mixed with ethanol. Mixed ices were 
dosed by admitting the two ice components into the vacuum chamber simultaneously. Mixed ice compositions 
were determined using the mass spectrometer during dosing. The water ice grown here at 30 K by background 
dosing is expected to be highly porous, as previously shown44. Whilst the experimental methods used here do 
not allow a direct measurement of the porosity of the ASW, the same growth conditions are used for all 
experiments to ensure that results can be compared. 
Pure ethyl formate experiments were performed for doses ranging from 0.5 – 150 Lm of ethyl formate, 
corresponding to ice thicknesses of 0.02 – 7.12 nm. For the layered ices, ethyl formate was deposited on top 
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5of 50 Lm of ASW (corresponding to a thickness of 5.36 nm) or 50 Lm of ethanol (a thickness of 3.02 nm). In the 
mixed ices, a fixed amount of ASW or ethanol was dosed (50 Lm), and the amount of ethyl formate was varied 
to change the composition of the mixed ice.
TPD experiments were carried out with a Hiden HAL301/PIC mass spectrometer, with a linear heating rate of 
0.50 ± 0.01 K s-1 regulated by a Eurotherm 2408 interface. For ethyl formate, the most intense mass fragment 
(m/z = 31) was monitored, apart from in experiments where ethanol was also present. Ethanol also has a mass 
31 desorption fragment and hence in these experiments the parent ions for ethyl formate (m/z = 74) and 
ethanol (m/z = 46) were monitored instead. 
RAIRS experiments were performed using a Thermo Nicolet fourier transform infrared spectrometer coupled 
to a liquid nitrogen cooled mercury-cadmum-telluride detector. Spectra were recorded with a resolution of 4 
cm-1 and comprise the co-addition of 256 scans. RAIRS annealing experiments were carried out by raising the 
sample to the target temperature, holding for 3 minutes and then allowing the sample to cool to base 
temperature (30 K) before recording an infrared spectrum. All experiments were repeated multiple times to 
ensure reproducibility.
Results and discussion
Pure ethyl formate adsorption on HOPG
Initial experiments focused on studying the adsorption and desorption of ethyl formate on bare HOPG at 30 
K. Whilst this ice configuration is not directly relevant to astrophysical situations, studies of pure ethyl formate 
allow an understanding of the physical processes governing the adsorption of this molecule that can be applied 
to studies of the interaction of ethyl formate with water and ethanol ice. TPD data for ethyl formate adsorbed 
on HOPG at 30 K, for exposures of 0.5 to 150 Lm, are shown in Figure 2. At the lowest exposure studied, 0.5 Lm, 
a single broad peak with a desorption temperature of 126 K is observed (Figure 2A). As the exposure increases, 
the temperature of this peak steadily decreases until it reaches 118 K at 3 Lm (not shown). The peak shape also 
becomes asymmetric as the exposure is increased, with a steep leading edge and a long trailing edge being 
observed. As it is the first TPD peak to be observed, this peak is assigned to the desorption of monolayer ethyl 
formate from HOPG. The ethyl formate is physisorbed on the HOPG surface, as indicated by the relatively low 
desorption temperature. The broad nature of this peak is assigned to the presence of repulsive interactions 
between the adsorbed molecules, which leads to a decreasing desorption temperature with increasing 
coverage on the surface. Similar repulsive interactions have previously been observed for methyl formate 
adsorbed on HOPG45 and for benzene and toluene on HOPG at low exposures46. When the exposure is further 
increased to 4 Lm (Figure 2A), the original peak grows in intensity and remains at the same desorption 
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6temperature, 118 K. Simultaneously, a high temperature shoulder, at 122 K, grows into the TPD spectrum, 
which then goes on to form a distinct peak at 7 Lm. This peak is assigned to the initial growth of a multilayer of 
ethyl formate on the HOPG surface.
The observation of both monolayer and multilayer peaks in the higher exposure (> 4 Lm) TPD spectra in Figure 
2A suggests that the ethyl formate initially wets the HOPG surface, to form a monolayer, before multilayers 
are formed on top of the first adsorbate layer. The ethyl formate does not form clusters on the HOPG surface, 
as in that case the multilayer TPD desorption peak would be observed even at the lowest exposures of ethyl 
formate, as seen for acetic acid adsorbed on HOPG45. Indeed the observation of repulsions between the ethyl 
formate molecules would also suggest that clusters are unlikely to form. Esters such as ethyl formate and 
methyl formate do not generally hydrogen bond to themselves, but can hydrogen bond to water, as confirmed 
by TPD and RAIRS studies for binary ethyl formate and water ices (shown later).
At higher exposures of ethyl formate, Figure 2B, a single peak with shared leading edges and increasing 
desorption temperature is observed. The desorption temperature varies from 125 K at 20 Lm to 128 K at 50 Lm. 
The observation of shared leading edges suggests that this peak arises due to the desorption of multilayer 
ethyl formate from HOPG. At exposures of 50 Lm and higher, Figure 2C shows that the multilayer TPD peak 
becomes more complex, with the shared leading edge becoming a shoulder on a higher temperature peak. 
Following an exposure of 100 Lm, the low temperature shoulder becomes more intense than the high 
temperature peak. Both peaks increase in desorption temperature with increasing exposure, with the low and 
high temperature peaks reaching a maximum of 129 and 131 K, respectively, at 150 Lm. The desorption 
temperature of the multilayer observed in Figure 2 is in good agreement with that observed for the desorption 
of multilayer ethyl formate from a Ni(111) surface19,21. TPD data for ethyl formate adsorbed on Ni(111) also 
showed thermal decomposition in the TPD at higher temperatures19–22. However, there is no evidence for 
decomposition in our TPD data, which is unsurprising given that the desorption temperature suggests that the 
molecule is physisorbed on the HOPG surface.
In order to better understand the complex desorption observed following ethyl formate exposures above 50 
Lm, TPD experiments were also carried out for ethyl formate adsorbed on HOPG at an elevated temperature 
of 100 K. A range of exposures from 30 to 150 Lm was investigated and the resulting TPD spectra are shown in 
Figure 3. All TPD traces show a single desorption peak, with shared leading edges and an increasing desorption 
temperature with increasing exposure. The desorption temperature of the TPD peaks seen in Figure 3 is the 
same as that of the higher temperature desorption peak observed in Figure 2C. This is confirmed by the spectra 
shown in the inset of Figure 3, which clearly show that only the high temperature TPD peak is observed 
following the adsorption of 100 Lm of ethyl formate at 100 K. 
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7The observation of two peaks in the TPD spectra seen in Figure 2C and of just the higher temperature peak 
following adsorption at 100 K (Figure 3) can be assigned to different phase changes of the ethyl formate ice. 
In fact, RAIRS data (shown later) show that the phase change occurs prior to desorption, following annealing 
of the ice to 100 K. RAIRS data also show that two different crystalline forms of ethyl formate are formed as a 
function of temperature, in agreement with previous observations14. The previous work was not able to assign 
the structure of the different crystalline phases of ethyl formate to particular structures, but labelled them as 
crystalline phases I and II14. The initial phase change leads to the conversion of amorphous ethyl formate, 
adsorbed at 30 K, to a crystalline form of the ice previously labelled crystalline phase II14. This assignment is 
made by comparison of the RAIR spectra from this phase (shown later) with previously recorded infrared 
spectra14. Following adsorption at higher temperature, a different crystalline phase (crystalline phase I14) is 
formed. This same phase is also observed following high temperature annealing of the ethyl formate layer 
(see later). Further evidence for the formation of two different phases of ethyl formate is shown in Figure 4. 
Figure 4 shows isothermal desorption data for different exposures of ethyl formate, recorded by holding the 
temperature of the sample at 120 K and monitoring desorbing gases with the mass spectrometer. The data in 
Figure 4 clearly show the presence of two different desorption regimes for these ices, with different 
desorption rates. These two regimes correspond to the desorption of the two crystalline phases of ethyl 
formate seen in Figure 2C. Figure 4 also shows an isothermal desorption spectrum for 100 Lm of ethyl formate 
dosed onto HOPG at 100 K. This spectrum shows only one desorption rate, in agreement with the TPD spectra 
seen in Figure 3.
The two ethyl formate TPD peaks in Figure 2C are therefore assigned to the formation of different crystalline 
phases of ethyl formate. Phase changes before and during desorption are also seen for the desorption of water 
ice, where a low temperature shoulder is seen on the main TPD peak, assigned to the amorphous to crystalline 
phase transition of water ice47. Similar effects have also been seen in TPD spectra recorded for the desorption 
of glycolaldehyde45 and propan-2-ol48 from HOPG. Furthermore, phase transitions have also been seen using 
infrared spectroscopy to study other COMs such as methyl formate45,49, acetic acid45,50 and acetonitrile51. This 
assignment of the TPD spectra observed in Figure 2C to the crystallisation of ethyl formate is also confirmed 
by RAIRS data, shown later.
In order to determine the desorption order, desorption energy and pre-exponential factor for the desorption 
of ethyl formate from HOPG, quantitative analysis of the TPD data shown in Figures 2 and 3 was performed. 
The method used has been described previously36 and has been used successfully to give kinetic parameters 
for a wide range of different molecules. The desorption energy, order of desorption and pre-exponential factor 
for ethyl formate monolayer and multilayer coverages are given in Table 1. Also shown in Table 1 is a value for 
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8the desorption of ethyl formate from an ASW surface (discussed later). The errors in the desorption order, as 
given in Table 1, are determined by evaluating the greatest and least slope of the linear fit to the data used to 
determine the desorption order36. These errors are then carried forward to give the errors in the desorption 
order and pre-exponential values given in Table 1.
For monolayer ethyl formate desorbing from HOPG, a desorption order of 0.79 ± 0.14 was determined. This 
agrees with the assignment of the initial TPD peak to monolayer desorption, since monolayer desorption has 
an expected desorption order of 1. A desorption energy of 43.2 ± 3.0 kJ mol-1 and pre-exponential factor of 
4.2 x 1020 s-1 were also determined for the monolayer. This pre-exponential factor is relatively high when 
compared to expected values for monolayer desorption (usually 1013 – 1015 s-1). However, ethyl formate is a 
large, complex, molecule and other studies have previously shown that the value of the pre-exponential factor 
scales with molecular size52 due to an increase in entropy gain on desorption. 
Table 1. Kinetic parameters for monolayer and multilayer ethyl formate adsorbed on HOPG at 30 K, multilayer 
ethyl formate adsorbed on HOPG at 100 K, and monolayer ethyl formate adsorbed on ASW. The values for 
ethyl formate desorbing from HOPG are obtained using leading edge analysis36 whilst those for ethyl formate 
adsorbed on ASW are obtained using a kinetics simulation package (Kinetiscope).
Desorption order Desorption energy / kJ 
mol-1
Pre-exponential factor
Monolayer 0.79 ± 0.14 43.2 ± 3.0 4.2 × 1020 ± 1.3 s-1
Multilayer 0.19 ± 0.03 44.6 ± 1.1 1.6 × 1030 ± 0.3 molec cm-2 s-1
Multilayer adsorbed 
at 100 K 
0.09 ± 0.03 46.5 ± 0.7 3.5 × 1032 ± 0.2 molec cm-2 s-1
Monolayer on ASW 1 ± 0.1 48.5 ± 2.0 1016 ± 1 s-1
The desorption order for multilayer ethyl formate, as shown in Table 1, is 0.19 ± 0.03. This confirms the 
assignment of this peak in the TPD spectrum to the desorption of a multilayer species, since multilayer 
desorption typically shows zero order desorption. The pre-exponential factor for the desorption of the ethyl 
formate multilayer is considerably larger than that for the monolayer (Table 1), as expected for a multilayer 
species36. The multilayer pre-exponential value is in good agreement with that previously determined for the 
desorption of methyl formate multilayers from HOPG (8 × 1029 molec cm-2 s-1)45.
Table 1 shows that multilayer ethyl formate desorption has a slightly higher desorption energy than the 
monolayer desorption, as to be expected from the slightly higher desorption temperature. The desorption 
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9energy for crystalline multilayer ethyl formate adsorbed at 100 K is 46.5 ± 0.7 kJ mol-1, compared to 44.6 ± 1.1 
kJ mol-1 for the desorption of crystalline multilayer ethyl formate formed after annealing a layer adsorbed at 
30 K (Table 1). It is common for different ice structures and phases to have different desorption energies. For 
example, a similar effect has also been seen for amorphous and crystalline propan-2-ol48, where the crystalline 
multilayer ice had a desorption energy around 3 kJ mol-1 higher than that for the amorphous ice. There are no 
other literature values of the desorption energy of ethyl formate, however this value is reasonable for the 
desorption of a large, complex, organic molecule. The desorption energy for ethyl formate is, as expected, 
larger than that of the smaller ester methyl formate (35 kJ mol-1 for the multilayer) adsorbed on HOPG45, due 
to the increased size of the molecule. However, the desorption energy is smaller than that for a strongly 
hydrogen-bonded species such as ethanol28,29 or propan-2-ol48, as expected.
RAIRS investigations were also carried out for ethyl formate adsorbed on HOPG, to determine the structure of 
ethyl formate and how it changes upon annealing the adlayer. The adsorption and annealing of a range of 
exposures of ethyl formate on HOPG were investigated. RAIR spectra recorded during the adsorption of ethyl 
formate at 30 K show a number of infrared bands which increase in intensity with increasing ethyl formate 
dose (not shown). There are no shifts in the observed bands with increasing exposure, confirming that the 
ethyl formate is physisorbed on the HOPG surface as seen from the TPD data. Instead, the observed infrared 
bands are observed to grow in intensity as the amount of ethyl formate on the surface increases. Figure 5 
shows selected RAIR spectra for the adsorption and annealing of ethyl formate on HOPG. The top spectrum 
(A) in Figure 5 shows the RAIR spectrum of 100 Lm ethyl formate adsorbed on HOPG at 30 K. At 30 K, the same 
bands were observed for all exposures investigated and hence the 100 Lm spectrum is shown as it has a good 
signal to noise ratio. The RAIR spectrum shown in Figure 5A is in good agreement with that seen previously for 
the formation of multilayer ethyl formate on Ni(111) 19–22. The assignments for the infrared bands shown in 
Figure 5 are made by comparison to the literature14,19–22,53 and are shown in Table 2. In the high wavenumber 
region of Figure 5A, only one band is observed at 2995 cm-1. This band is assigned to the asymmetric methyl 
stretch of ethyl formate. Several bands are also observed in the lower wavenumber region, between 1750 and 
800 cm-1. The most intense of these are assigned to the carbonyl (C=O) stretching mode at 1732 cm-1 and the 
C-O-C stretching mode at ~1214 cm-1. Other bands observed are assigned to the methyl rocking modes at 1159 
and 1117 cm-1, and to the C-C stretching mode at 1016 cm-1. These observed infrared bands are also in good 
agreement with those previously observed for ethyl formate in CCl453, futher confirming that the ethyl formate 
is physisorbed on HOPG.
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Table 2. Infrared peak assignments for ethyl formate adsorbed on HOPG at 30 K, and when annealed to 100 K, 
and when adsorbed at 100 K. Assignment of the crystalline phases I and II are made by comparison to previous 
data14.
Mode Adsorbed on 
HOPG at 30 K
Crystalline phase II 
– 100 Lm annealed 
to 100 K 
Crystalline 
phase I – 
adsorbed at 100 
K
Literature20,21
νas(CH3) 2995 2999/2974 2999/2974
νas(CH3) - 2946 2946
ν(C=O) 1732 1724/1705 1718 1732
δas(CH3) - 1452/1444 1452/1444 1474/1460
δs(CH3) - 1385 1383/1377
CH2 twist - 1275 1275
νas(C-O-C) 1214-1209 1215/1192 1211/1192 1215
ρ(CH3) 1160 1157 1157 1162
ρ(CH3) 1117 1113 1112
ν(C-C) 1016 1009 1009
Infrared experiments were also performed to investigate the thermal processing of the ethyl formate ice, 
following adsorption on the HOPG surface. For the 100 Lm ethyl formate ice, relatively minor changes are 
observed in the infrared spectra upon heating to 90 K (not shown). Spectral changes observed include the 
growth and sharpening of the carbonyl stretch mode at 1732 cm-1 and the C-O-C stretching mode shifts from 
1214 to 1221 cm-1, whilst also growing in intensity. Following annealing to 100 K, a dramatic change is observed 
in the RAIR spectrum, as shown in Figure 5B. New bands appear in the spectrum at 1452, 1444, 1385 and 1275 
cm-1, which are assigned to the methyl asymmetric deformation and CH2 twisting modes (see Table 2). Further 
changes are also observed for other infrared bands: the carbonyl stretching mode at 1732 cm-1 splits into two 
peaks at 1724 and 1705 cm-1; and the C-O-C stretching mode sharpens and splits into two peaks at 1215 and 
1192 cm-1, with the high wavenumber band growing in intensity. Changes are also observed for the bands at 
1159, 1117 and 1017 cm-1 which all show small decreases in their wavenumber values as shown in Table 2. In 
addition, annealing a 100 Lm ice to 100 K also causes the asymmetric methyl stretch at 2995 cm-1 to sharpen 
and shift to 2999 cm-1, with additional peaks appearing at 2974 and 2946 cm-1. Further annealing leads to 
further changes in the infrared spectra. Annealing to 115 K leads to the growth of the asymmetric methyl band 
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at 2999 cm-1. Figure 5C shows that the carbonyl stretching mode decreases in intensity and reduces to one 
peak at 1722 cm-1 following heating to 120 K. The band at 1452 cm-1 also increases in strength and the 
additional bands at 1444 and 1385 cm-1, that appeared following annealing to 100 K, disappear. At the same 
time, the high wavenumber component of the C-O-C stretching mode at 1215 cm-1 reduces in intensity.
RAIR spectra were also recorded for ethyl formate ices adsorbed on HOPG at 100 K. The same infrared bands 
were observed for a range of exposures from 30 to 150 Lm. Figure 5D shows the RAIR spectrum for 100 Lm of 
ethyl formate adsorbed at 100 K. This spectrum is similar to that seen for 100 Lm ethyl formate annealed to 
120 K (Figure 5C). There are some wavenumber shifts for the 100 K adsorbed layer compared to a layer 
adsorbed at 30 K and annealed: namely the carbonyl stretching mode is observed at 1718 cm-1 for the ice 
adsorbed at an elevated temperature, compared to 1724 cm-1 for the annealed ice; and the C-O-C stretching 
mode has peaks at 1211 and 1192 cm-1 for the ice adsorbed at 100 K, whereas this band shows peaks at 1211 
and 1196 cm-1 for the ethyl formate ice annealed to 120 K.
There are no previous studies of the annealing of ethyl formate ices adsorbed on surfaces. However, by 
comparison with infrared spectra observed for other molecules adsorbed on HOPG28,45,48 and other surfaces49–
51 at low temperature these changes, observed in the infrared spectrum as a result of annealing, can be 
assigned to structural changes of the ethyl formate ice. Maes et al. probed the crystallisation of ethyl formate 
using infrared and Raman spectroscopy14. Two polymorphic forms of crystalline ethyl formate, labelled as 
phases I and II, were found which gave rise to different vibrational spectra. By comparison with the vibrational 
spectra recorded by Maes et al14, we assign the contrasting behaviour observed on annealing an ice dosed at 
low temperature compared to dosing at higher temperature to the formation of two different forms of 
crystalline ethyl formate. The spectra that are observed following the annealing of ethyl formate ices to 100 K 
(Figure 5B) are assigned to the formation of so called crystalline ice phase II14. In contrast, ethyl formate ices 
adsorbed at higher temperatures give rise to an infrared spectrum (Figure 5D) which agrees with that 
previously observed for crystalline phase I14. There is no data in the literature that identifies the structure of 
the two forms of crystalline ethyl formate. It is possible that the different crystalline structures arise due to 
different ordering in the two structures or due to the presence of different ethyl formate conformers in the 
crystalline polymorphs.
Interactions of ethyl formate with water and ethanol ices
Binary ices consisting of ethyl formate and either water (in the form of ASW) or ethanol were also investigated 
in order to determine the interactions between the different ice components. The ices consisted of layers of 
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ethyl formate (5 to 150 Lm) adsorbed on top of ethanol or water, and mixtures of ethyl formate (9 to 50 Lm) 
with 50 Lm of water or ethanol.
Figure 6 shows TPD traces for different amounts of ethyl formate adsorbed on, or co-deposited with 50 Lm of 
ASW at 30 K. The presence of water in the ice clearly affects the desorption and thermal processing of ethyl 
formate, as expected. Low exposures of ethyl formate (5 Lm) on ASW or co-deposited with ASW clearly show 
the presence of volcano and co-desorption peaks. The volcano peak is more pronounced for the mixed ice 
than for the layered ice, as expected due to the mixing of the ice components. An additional peak at 134 K is 
also observed for the layered ice. This peak is not observed for pure ethyl formate adsorbed on HOPG (Figure 
2) or for mixed ethyl formate/ASW ices and can be assigned to the direct bonding of submonolayer ethyl 
formate to the ASW surface. This same behaviour has also been observed for low exposures of methyl formate 
on ASW37. The direct bonding of the ethyl formate to the water ice surface prevents the observation of 
repulsions between the ethyl formate molecules, as seen for pure ethyl formate at low exposures (Figure 2A). 
This is because the stronger bonding of the ethyl formate to the water ice overcomes the repulsive interactions 
between the ethyl formate molecules.
The desorption energy of the ethyl formate bonded to ASW was determined using the Kinetiscope kinetic 
simulation package, and the determined parameters are shown in Table 1. Using a desorption order of 1, as 
expected for monolayer desorption, and a pre-exponential value of 1016 s-1, a desorption energy of 48.5 kJ mol-
1 was found to fit the data well. This value is larger than that determined for the desorption of ethyl formate 
from HOPG, as expected from the higher desorption temperature seen for this species in TPD. To determine 
the effect of experimental errors on the Kinetiscope fits, variations in the desorption order, desorption energy 
and pre-exponential factor of a similar order to those determined from direct analysis of the data for pure 
ethyl formate (Table 1) were also modelled. The results of including these errors in the Kinetiscope simulation 
are shown in Figure S1 in the Supplementary information. Errors in the order of desorption, n,  give the largest 
variation in the quality of the Kinetiscope fit, with a change in the desorption temperature of ± 10 K resulting 
from an error in n of ± 0.1. The best fit to the experimental data is achieved with the parameters given in Table 
1.
Figure 6B shows the desorption of a larger exposure of ethyl formate (10 Lm) from layered and mixed ASW 
ices. Similar behaviour is seen to that observed at lower exposures, with both volcano and co-desorption peaks 
being observed. For the layered ice, a very broad desorption feature from ~ 120-138 K is also seen. This 
corresponds to desorption of the ethyl formate from the ASW surface (higher temperature desorption) and 
to desorption of ethyl formate from the surface of pure ethyl formate (lower temperature desorption). This 
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behaviour is in good agreement with that previously observed for methyl formate adsorption in the presence 
of ASW37. 
Figure 6C shows the desorption of a thicker layer of ethyl formate (30 Lm) from the layered and mixed ices. 
The mixed ice desorption is dominated by volcano desorption, as for other exposures. However the layered 
ice now shows desorption similar to that observed for the desorption of pure ethyl formate from HOPG, in 
addition to volcano desorption. Hence the TPD spectrum for the layered ice in Figure 6C can be assigned to 
the growth of multilayer ethyl formate on top of the ASW. The multilayer desorption peak for the layered ice 
is smaller than that observed for the same amount of ethyl formate adsorbed directly on HOPG since the ASW 
surface is very porous and it is only after the pores have been filled that ethyl formate deposits as a multilayer.
The behaviour of ethyl formate in the presence of ASW is entirely in line with that observed for other COMs 
containing ester, aldehyde or ketone functional groups, as previously described37. The ethyl formate clearly 
interacts with the water ice, as evidenced by the observation of a TPD peak due to the direct binding of ethyl 
formate to the ASW surface. It is surprising that volcano desorption, resulting from the trapping of ethyl 
formate in the pores of the ASW structure54, is observed given the large size of the ethyl formate. Clearly the 
very porous nature of the ASW allows it to trap even a large COM such as ethyl formate. Similar volcano 
desorption has been seen in the case other other large COMs such as methyl formate37, acetone55 and 
acetaldehyde55, and suggests that the molecules can fit into the pores of the ASW, although it is unlikely that 
they can diffuse through the ASW due to their size.
Further evidence for the relatively strong interactions between ethyl formate and ASW can be seen from the 
RAIR spectra in Figure 7A. The figure shows RAIR spectra for 10 Lm of ethyl formate adsorbed directly on HOPG 
and adsorbed in a layered ice on top of ASW. There is clearly a small shift in the C=O vibrational mode, which 
is seen at 1730 cm-1 for the pure ice and at 1727 cm-1 for the layered ice. An additional low wavenumber 
shoulder is also observed on the C=O vibration. By comparison with the RAIR spectrum for the 50% ethyl 
formate/ASW mixed ice in Figure 7B, this shoulder is assigned to ethyl formate interacting directly with the 
ASW ice. The mixed ethyl formate/ASW ice in Figure 7B has a C=O vibrational mode at 1716 cm-1. In the mixed 
ice, ethyl formate and water are completely mixed and hence this C=O vibrational mode at 1712-1716 cm-1 
provides evidence for the interaction of ethyl formate with the water ice. Given the large shift in the C=O 
vibrational mode for the mixed ice, it is likely that the ethyl formate forms hydrogen bonds to the ASW via the 
oxygen lone pair on the carbonyl group. The C-O-C vibrational mode is also shifted in the water containing ices 
compared to the pure ice, giving further evidence for an interaction between the two species. This mode is 
seen at 1234 and 1236 cm-1 in the layered (Figure 7A) and mixed (Figure 7B) ices respectively. Again it is likely 
that the lone pair on the ester oxygen can form hydrogen bonds to the water ice. This observed shift in the 
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C=O and C-O-C vibrational modes is larger than that seen for methyl formate28, suggesting a stronger 
interaction between ethyl formate and ASW than between methyl formate and ASW.
Additional evidence for a stronger interaction between ASW and ethyl formate compared to ASW and methyl 
formate can be seen in Figure 8. Figure 8 shows TPD spectra for mixed ethyl formate/ASW ices of various 
compositions. It is clear that increasing amounts of ethyl formate cause the volcano desorption peak to 
decrease in temperature (Figure 8A). This observed decrease in volcano desorption temperature arises due to 
a decrease in the temperature of the ASW-CI phase transition of water ice with increasing amounts of ethyl 
formate in the mixed ice. This is further demonstrated by the RAIR spectra in Figure 8B which show the OH 
region for water ice after annealing to 130 K for pure water (top spectrum) and for water in a 50% ethyl 
formate/ASW ice (bottom spectrum). In the case of the mixed ice, the infrared spectrum looks very different 
to that of the pure ice annealed to the same temperature47. For the mixed ice, the appearance of the infrared 
spectrum shows that the CI phase transition has already occurred following annealing to 130 K, in contrast to 
the observations for a pure water ice annealed to 130 K. Clearly the interaction between ethyl formate and 
ASW has an effect on the water ice, as well as shifting the vibrational modes of ethyl formate.
The effect of ethyl formate on water ice is unexpected when compared to methyl formate, which does not 
affect water crystallisation37. Due to the ester functional groups that ethyl formate contains, it is expected that 
it will behave as a “complex-intermediate” species as previously predicted37. These species are not expected 
to affect the crystallisation of water ice. However, ethyl formate is a large COM compared to methyl formate. 
Large molecules exhibit greater physisorption energies due to their increased ability to be polarized, leading 
to a stronger interaction with the surface. It is hence expected that ethyl formate will show a stronger 
interaction with the polar ASW surface when compared to smaller COMs such as methyl formate37, 
acetaldehyde55 and acetone55. Hence it is not surprising that this stronger interaction therefore affects the 
ASW-CI phase transition by lowering the temperature of the phase transition.
Figure 9 shows TPD spectra for the desorption of ethyl formate from binary layered and mixed ices consisting 
of ethyl formate and ethanol. Clearly the interaction between ethyl formate and ethanol is different to that 
between ethyl formate and ASW. In particular, it is not possible for ethanol to trap ethyl formate in the same 
way that water does since the phase transition for ethanol occurs prior to desorption28, in contrast to the 
water ASW to CI phase transition that occurs during desorption. 
Figure 9A shows TPD spectra for 5 Lm of ethyl formate in layered and mixed ices with ethanol. In both cases, 
the desorption looks very similar to that observed for the desorption of ethyl formate directly adsorbed on 
HOPG. Indeed, all three TPD curves for the different systems share a leading edge, indicating similar desorption 
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behaviour. The only difference is that the ethyl formate desorption peak in the binary ices is sharper than that 
for the pure ethyl formate ice. This most likely arises due to the lack of repulsion between the ethyl formate 
molecules adsorbed on top of the ethanol ice, as also observed for adsorption on ASW. It is not clear why the 
adsorption of ethyl formate is no longer repulsive when it adsorbs on ethanol. However, this effect may arise 
as a result of the reduced ability of an ethanol surface to polarise the ethyl formate molecule compared to 
when it is adsorbed on HOPG. Previous work46,56 has observed repulsive adsorption for benzene on HOPG 
which was assigned to the polarization of the molecule by the HOPG surface. It is therefore possible that a 
similar effect could be seen for a large molecule such as ethyl formate. Despite the loss of the repulsive 
behaviour of ethyl formate, Figure 9A shows that the ethyl formate desorption is relatively unaffected by the 
presence of ethanol in the ice. This is particularly surprising for the mixed ices where the two components of 
the ice behave independently of one another.
For 10 Lm of ethyl formate in a layered or mixed ice with ethanol, two peaks are seen in the TPD spectrum in 
Figure 9B. The higher temperature peak corresponds to the multilayer peak seen for the desorption of pure 
ethyl formate. The lower temperature peak, seen for both configurations of binary ice, occurs at the same 
temperature as the peak seen for 5 Lm of ethyl formate desorbing from the binary ices (Figure 9A). Hence the 
lower temperature peak can be assigned to the desorption of an ethyl formate monolayer species. Again, this 
is a surprising observation for the mixed ice since it indicates that the ethyl formate and ethanol are desorbing 
independently of one another. Further confirmation of this assignment of the two peaks observed for the 
binary ices in Figure 9B to the desorption of monolayer (low temperature peak) and multilayer (higher 
temperature peak) ethyl formate comes from a comparison with the pure ethyl formate data in Figure 2A. The 
7 Lm TPD spectrum in Figure 2A looks very similar to that observed for 10 Lm of ethyl formate adsorbed on or 
with ethanol (Figure 9B). The only difference in the two sets of TPD spectra is the exposure at which multilayer 
ethyl formate is first observed. The HOPG surface (Figure 2A) is a flat and well defined surface, whereas the 
ethanol ice is a relatively heterogeneous surface with a larger surface area. Indeed, experiments show that 
ethanol initially adsorbs on HOPG in an amorphous (ie heterogeneous) state and it is only as the ice is heated 
that a more ordered crystalline ethanol layer is formed28. Hence the growth of a multilayer is observed at a 
lower exposure for ethyl formate adsorbed on HOPG than it is for ethyl formate adsorbed on ethanol.
Figure 9C shows TPD spectra for the desorption of 30 Lm of ethyl formate from layered and mixed binary ices. 
It is clear that the ethyl formate desorption is the same for all ice configurations, indicating that the ethanol 
has no effect on the ethyl formate at the higher exposures. The data in Figure 9 taken together show that ethyl 
formate and ethanol behave similarly in the binary ices and in the pure ices in TPD. This is surprising given that 
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ethanol, like water, has the ability to form hydrogen bonds with polar species. However, the reduced polarity 
of the ethanol compared to water clearly inhibits the ability of ethyl formate to interact strongly with ethanol.
In contrast to the TPD data, RAIRS data for the ethyl formate/ethanol mixtures (Figure 7) show some evidence 
of an interaction between the ethyl formate and ethanol. The C=O band of ethyl formate in a 50% mixture 
with ethanol occurs at 1726 cm-1, compared to 1732 cm-1 for pure ethyl formate and 1716 cm-1 for ethyl 
formate in a 50% mixture with ASW (Figure 7B). Additionally, for a thin layer of ethyl formate (10 Lm) adsorbed 
on 50 Lm of ethanol (Figure S2, supporting information), although the C=O stretch appears at a similar 
vibrational wavenumber to that seen for pure ethyl formate (1730 cm-1), the C-O-C vibration occurs at 1203 
cm-1 (Figure S2). This is shifted by 8 cm-1 compared to that observed for pure ethyl formate ice. This suggests 
a weaker interaction between the ethyl formate and ethanol than between ethyl formate and water. Given 
the observed shift in the C-O-C vibration and the minor shift in the C=O vibration, it is expected that ethyl 
formate interacts with ethanol via the lone pairs on the two oxygen atoms, as it does with water. Similar 
interactions have previously been seen for acetonitrile with ethanol57. 
Annealing the ethyl formate/ethanol mixture to higher temperatures does not lead to crystallisation of the 
ethyl formate ice, as expected given the mixing in the ice (Figure S3). However, annealing 50 Lm of ethyl 
formate adsorbed on top of a layer of ethanol does lead to crystallisation to the same phase as initially seen 
when pure ethyl formate is heated to 100 K, as seen in Figure S3 in the supplementary information. This 
crystalline phase of ethyl formate was previously assigned to the formation of crystalline phase II14. Further 
heating of the ethyl formate layer adsorbed on top of ethanol does not lead to any further phase change, in 
contrast to observations for pure ethyl formate. Hence the underlying layer of ethanol clearly inhibits the 
transformation of ethyl formate into the higher temperature crystalline phase.
Conclusions and astrophysical implications
Ethyl formate has been detected in space in environments where water is also present32–34. Models for the 
formation of ethyl formate have also focused on grain-surface chemistry, with ethyl formate being formed 
from either methyl formate or ethanol10. Hence, we have undertaken a detailed TPD and RAIRS investigation 
of the interactions between ethyl formate and water and ethyl formate and ethanol in model interstellar ices 
grown on an HOPG surface. The aim of these investigations was to understand how ethyl formate interacts 
with these two species in astrophysical environments. The water ice investigated here is highly porous, as 
compared to more compact ASW investigated in other studies39. Porous water ice allows the investigation, in 
detail, of the interactions between ethyl formate and the ASW surface. It also allows the study of the trapping 
and diffusion of molecules in water ice, both of which have been shown to be important in different 
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astrophysical environments35, 58. Trapping of molecules within the pores of water ice occurs during the 
compaction of porous ASW to compact ASW, and hence understanding the trapping of molecules within the 
pores of water ice can help us to understand the way in which astrophysical ices desorb when heated35, 58. 
Both porous and amorphous forms of ASW are found in different astrophysical environments39, depending on 
the processing that takes place prior to desorption of the ice.. However, it is noted that the results described 
above, and hence the astrophysical implications described here, are most relevant to environments where 
porous amorphous water is found and where the formation of ethyl formate takes place prior to compaction 
of the porous ASW.
Ethyl formate is an ester. It is a large polar molecule which has lone pairs on both the carbonyl and ester 
oxygen atoms. Ethyl formate is not able to form intermolecular hydrogen bonds, however the lone pairs on 
the two oxygen atoms allow it to form hydrogen bonds with other species. Given the ability of water and 
ethanol to hydrogen bond, it is therefore expected that a relatively strong interaction may occur between 
ethyl formate and ethanol or water.
Our results show that ethyl formate can form hydrogen bonds to both water and ethanol. The hydrogen bonds 
formed with water have a larger effect on the ethyl formate molecule than those formed with ethanol. This 
particularly manifests itself in TPD spectra, where there is an additional desorption peak seen for ethyl 
formate/water layered and mixed ices that can be assigned to the desorption of ethyl formate bonded directly 
to water. This desorbing species has a desorption energy of 48.5 kJ mol-1, compared to 43.2 kJ mol-1 for the 
desorption of pure monolayer ethyl formate. In contrast, no additional desorption features are seen for ethyl 
formate adsorbed in either layered or mixed ices with ethanol. In addition to this new desorption feature, 
water also affects the desorption behaviour of ethyl formate by trapping it in the pores of the water ice as the 
water undergoes a phase change. This manifests itself in the TPD spectra by the observation of volcano and 
codesorption peaks for ethyl formate. The result of this is that the bulk of the ethyl formate remains on the 
surface for longer than it would if it were present as a pure ice.
TPD spectra recorded for ethyl formate and ethanol binary ices show little effect of the ethanol on the ethyl 
formate. The two species behave independently of one another, and desorb as if the other species is not 
present in the ice. The only effect that ethanol has on the adsorption of ethyl formate is that it prevents 
repulsions occurring between the ethyl formate molecules, observed for the adsorption of pure ethyl formate 
at the lowest exposures.
Given the relatively strong effect that water has on the desorption of ethyl formate, it is expected that this 
will manifest itself in astrophysical environments where ethyl formate is found in the presence of porous water 
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ice. In particular, the desorption behaviour of ethyl formate will be influenced by the water. It is therefore 
necessary to take account of this in any models that detail thermal desorption of ethyl formate, such as hot 
core models. Previously, an attempt has been made to classify astrophysical molecules according to their 
desorption properties, thus allowing a description of general classes of desorption to be incorporated into 
astrophysical models35,58. More recently, this classification has been extended to C, H, and O containing 
COMs37. Using our previous classification for COMs, ethyl formate can be classified as a complex intermediate 
species, as previously predicted37. This means that is is a polar species that is expected to show mainly volcano 
desorption, with a small amount of codesorption. Molecules of this type, as seen for ethyl formate, also show 
an additional desorption event due to a direct interaction with water ice. In contrast to smaller COMS such as 
methyl formate, ethyl formate is also shown to have an effect on the crystallisation of water ice with the phase 
transition temperature being lowered compared to that for pure water. The effect that the behaviour of ethyl 
formate will have on hot core models will manifest itself in a similar way to the effect observed for methyl 
formate37. Hence ethyl formate will likely be seen in the gas phase at earlier times (lower temperatures) than 
some other COMs, due to the presence of the low temperature desorption feature assigned to the direct 
interaction of ethyl formate with the water ice surface. This will potentially lead to its detection earlier than 
some other COMs and may explain why it has been detected in several astrophysical environments, despite 
its low abundance.
The RAIR spectra recorded as part of the study described here also show evidence for direct interactions 
between ethyl formate and water and ethyl formate and ethanol. Shifts are observed in the infrared bands for 
the C=O and C-O-C vibrational modes of ethyl formate when it is adsorbed in a binary ice with either water or 
ethanol. In both cases, this suggests the formation of hydrogen bonds between the ethyl formate oxygen lone 
pairs and the water or ethanol. These hydrogen bonds are stronger in the case of ethyl formate/water ices, as 
expected due to the more polar nature of the water molecule when compared to ethanol. Laboratory infrared 
data such as these are useful to aid identification of the environment in which an astrophysically relevant 
molecule is found, by comparison of observational spectra with data recorded in the laboratory. Comparison 
of laboratory and observational data has successfully identified the environment in which CO and CO2 are 
found in space59, and hence this same methodology can be applied to the detection of COMs such as ethyl 
formate in the future. Whilst COMs have not yet been detected in interstellar ices, it is expected that the 
improved sensitivity and resolution of the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST), expected to launch in 2020, 
will lead to COM detection in ices. Laboratory infrared data for different composition ices, as recorded here, 
will hence be essential to aid identification of COMs and the environment in which they are found.
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Supporting Information
The supporting information provides the following additional figures:
Figure S1 shows the effect of varying the kinetic parameters for the desorption of ethyl formate from the ASW 
surface within experimental error limits; Figure S2 shows an infrared spectrum for the adsorption of a thin 
layer (10 Lm) of ethyl formate on ethanol at 30 K; Figure S3 shows infrared spectra for various mixtures and 
layers of ethyl formate and ethanol annealed to different temperatures.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1 
The structures of two possible conformers of ethyl formate.
Figure 2
TPD data for varying exposures of ethyl formate adsorbed on HOPG at 30 K. (A) shows exposures from 0.5 – 7 
Lm; (B) shows exposures from 10 – 50 Lm; and (C) shows exposures from 60 – 150 Lm.
Figure 3
TPD data for a range of exposures of ethyl formate from 30 to 150 Lm following adsorption on HOPG at 100 K. 
The inset shows TPD spectra for 100 Lm of ethyl formate adsorbed at base temperature (30 K) and at 100 K.
Figure 4
Isothermal desorption spectra recorded at 120 K for various exposures of ethyl formate adsorbed at 30 K (50, 
70 and 100 Lm) and for 100 Lm ethyl formate adsorbed at 100 K.
Figure 5
RAIR spectra of ethyl formate adsorbed on HOPG. (A) shows 100 Lm of ethyl formate adsorbed on HOPG at 
30 K; (B) shows 100 Lm of ethyl formate annealed to 100 K;. (C) shows 100 Lm of ethyl formate annealed to 120 
K; and (D) shows the spectrum for 100 Lm of ethyl formate adsorbed on HOPG at 100 K.
Figure 6
TPD traces for 5, 10 and 30 Lm of ethyl formate adsorbed on ASW in layered and mixed ices. (A) shows TPD 
spectra for 5 Lm (9%) of ethyl formate; (B) shows spectra for 10 Lm (17%) of ethyl formate; (C) shows spectra 
for 30 Lm (38%) of ethyl formate; and (D) shows a TPD spectrum for the desorption of a pure water ice layer 
adsorbed on HOPG at 30 K for comparison. In all cases the ASW exposure was 50 Lm.
Figure 7
RAIR spectra for various ice configuratiions on HOPG. (A) Shows RAIR spectra for 10 Lm of ethyl formate 
adsorbed on HOPG at 30 K (top spectrum) and 10 Lm of ethyl formate adsorbed on top of 50 Lm of ASW at 30 K 
(bottom spectrum). (B) shows spectra for 50 Lm of ethyl formate adsorbed directly onto HOPG at 30 K, and in 
a 50% mix with ASW and ethanol at 30 K. The bottom spectrum shows a RAIR spectrum for 50 Lm of ethanol 
adsorbed on HOPG at 30 K. 
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Figure 8
(A) TPD traces for ethyl formate and ASW mixtures of various compositions. The top spectra show the 
desorption of ethyl formate and the bottom spectra show the corresponding desorption of water. (B) Shows 
the O-H region of the RAIR spectrum for pure water adsorbed on HOPG and annealed to 130 K (top spectrum) 
and for a 50% ethyl fomate/ASW mixture adsorbed at 30 K on HOPG and annealed to 130 K (bottom spectrum).
Figure 9
TPD traces for 5, 10 and 30 Lm of ethyl formate adsorbed on ethanol in layered and mixed ices. (A) shows TPD 
spectra for 5 Lm (9%) of ethyl formate; (B) shows spectra for 10 Lm (17%) of ethyl formate; (C) shows spectra 
for 30 Lm (38%) ethyl formate; and (D) shows a TPD spectrum for the desorption of an ethanol ice adsorbed 
on HOPG at 30 K for comparison. In all cases the ethanol exposure was 50 Lm.
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 Figure 1: The structures of two possible conformers of ethyl formate. 
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 Figure 2: TPD data for varying exposures of ethyl formate adsorbed on HOPG at 30 K. (A) shows exposures 
from 0.5 – 7 Lm; (B) shows exposures from 10 – 50 Lm; and (C) shows exposures from 60 – 150 Lm. 
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 Figure 3: TPD data for a range of exposures of ethyl formate from 30 to 150 Lm following adsorption on 
HOPG at 100 K. The inset shows TPD spectra for 100 Lm of ethyl formate adsorbed at base temperature (30 
K) and at 100 K. 
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 Figure 4: Isothermal desorption spectra recorded at 120 K for various exposures of ethyl formate adsorbed 
at 30 K (50, 70 and 100 Lm) and for 100 Lm ethyl formate adsorbed at 100 K. 
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 Figure 5: RAIR spectra of ethyl formate adsorbed on HOPG. (A) shows 100 Lm of ethyl formate adsorbed on 
HOPG at 30 K; (B) shows 100 Lm of ethyl formate annealed to 100 K;. (C) shows 100 Lm of ethyl formate 
annealed to 120 K; and (D) shows the spectrum for 100 Lm of ethyl formate adsorbed on HOPG at 100 K. 
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 Figure 6: TPD traces for 5, 10 and 30 Lm of ethyl formate adsorbed on ASW in layered and mixed ices. (A) 
shows TPD spectra for 5 Lm (9%) of ethyl formate; (B) shows spectra for 10 Lm (17%) of ethyl formate; 
(C) shows spectra for 30 Lm (38%) of ethyl formate; and (D) shows a TPD spectrum for the desorption of a 
pure water ice layer adsorbed on HOPG at 30 K for comparison. In all cases the ASW exposure was 50 Lm. 
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 Figure 7: RAIR spectra for various ice configuratiions on HOPG. (A) Shows RAIR spectra for 10 Lm of ethyl 
formate adsorbed on HOPG at 30 K (top spectrum) and 10 Lm of ethyl formate adsorbed on top of 50 Lm of 
ASW at 30 K (bottom spectrum). (B) shows spectra for 50 Lm of ethyl formate adsorbed directly onto HOPG 
at 30 K, and in a 50% mix with ASW and ethanol at 30 K. The bottom spectrum shows a RAIR spectrum for 
50 Lm of ethanol adsorbed on HOPG at 30 K. 
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 Figure 8: (A) TPD traces for ethyl formate and ASW mixtures of various compositions. The top spectra show 
the desorption of ethyl formate and the bottom spectra show the corresponding desorption of water. (B) 
Shows the O-H region of the RAIR spectrum for pure water adsorbed on HOPG and annealed to 130 K (top 
spectrum) and for a 50% ethyl formate/ASW mixture adsorbed at 30 K on HOPG and annealed to 130 K 
(bottom spectrum). 
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 Figure 9: TPD traces for 5, 10 and 30 Lm of ethyl formate adsorbed on ethanol in layered and mixed ices. 
(A) shows TPD spectra for 5 Lm (9%) of ethyl formate; (B) shows spectra for 10 Lm (17%) of ethyl 
formate; (C) shows spectra for 30 Lm (38%) ethyl formate; and (D) shows a TPD spectrum for the 
desorption of an ethanol ice adsorbed on HOPG at 30 K for comparison. In all cases the ethanol exposure 
was 50 Lm. 
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